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Abstract

Climate models struggle to accurately represent the highly reflective boundary layer clouds overlying the remote and stormy

Southern Ocean. We use in-situ aircraft observations from the Southern Ocean Clouds, Radiation and Aerosol Transport

Experimental Study (SOCRATES) to evaluate Southern Ocean clouds in a cloud-resolving large-eddy simulation (LES) and

two coarse resolution global atmospheric models, the CESM Community Atmosphere Model (CAM6) and the GFDL global

atmosphere model (AM4), run in a nudged hindcast framework. We develop six case studies from SOCRATES data which span

the range of observed cloud and boundary layer properties. For each case, the LES is run once forced purely using reanalysis

data (‘ERA5-based’) and once strongly nudged to an aircraft profile (‘Obs-based’). The ERA5-based LES can be compared with

the global models, which are also nudged to reanalysis data, and is better for simulating cumulus. The Obs-based LES closely

matches an observed cloud profile and is useful for microphysical comparisons and sensitivity tests, and simulating multi-layer

stratiform clouds. We use two-moment Morrison microphysics in the LES and find that it simulates too few frozen particles

in clouds occurring within the Hallett-Mossop temperature range. We modify the Hallett-Mossop parameterization so that it

activates within boundary layer clouds and we achieve better agreement between observed and simulated microphysics. The

nudged GCMs achieve reasonable supercooled liquid water dominated clouds in most cases but struggle to represent multi-layer

stratiform clouds and to maintain liquid water in cumulus clouds. CAM6 has low droplet concentrations in all cases and

underestimates stratiform cloud-driven turbulence.
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Abstract17

Climate models struggle to accurately represent the highly reflective boundary layer clouds18

overlying the remote and stormy Southern Ocean. We use in-situ aircraft observations19

from the Southern Ocean Clouds, Radiation and Aerosol Transport Experimental Study20

(SOCRATES) to evaluate Southern Ocean clouds in a cloud-resolving large-eddy sim-21

ulation (LES) and two coarse resolution global atmospheric models, the CESM Com-22

munity Atmosphere Model (CAM6) and the GFDL global atmosphere model (AM4), run23

in a nudged hindcast framework. We develop six case studies from SOCRATES data which24

span the range of observed cloud and boundary layer properties. For each case, the LES25

is run once forced purely using reanalysis data (‘ERA5-based’) and once strongly nudged26

to an aircraft profile (‘Obs-based’). The ERA5-based LES can be compared with the global27

models, which are also nudged to reanalysis data, and is better for simulating cumulus.28

The Obs-based LES closely matches an observed cloud profile and is useful for micro-29

physical comparisons and sensitivity tests, and simulating multi-layer stratiform clouds.30

We use two-moment Morrison microphysics in the LES and find that it simulates too few31

frozen particles in clouds occurring within the Hallett-Mossop temperature range. We32

modify the Hallett-Mossop parameterization so that it activates within boundary layer33

clouds and we achieve better agreement between observed and simulated microphysics.34

The nudged GCMs achieve reasonable supercooled liquid water dominated clouds in most35

cases but struggle to represent multi-layer stratiform clouds and to maintain liquid wa-36

ter in cumulus clouds. CAM6 has low droplet concentrations in all cases and underes-37

timates stratiform cloud-driven turbulence.38

Plain Language Summary39

The Southern Ocean, the wide band of water North of Antarctica, is the stormi-40

est place on Earth. Weather systems constantly whirl the atmosphere and blanket the41

ocean in clouds. Low-lying clouds reflect sunlight back to space and cool the Earth. Here,42

we investigate how well the computer models that we use to understand the climate and43

to forecast future climates can simulate these clouds.44

We use recent aircraft measurements from the Southern Ocean Clouds, Radiation,45

Aerosol Transport Experimental Study (SOCRATES) to evaluate two leading U.S. global46

climate models, the GFDL global atmosphere model (AM4) and the CESM Community47

Atmosphere Model (CAM6). We additionally run detailed simulations of Southern Ocean48
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clouds over a small area, to understand which physical processes are relevant to cloud49

formation.50

We find that our detailed simulations include most of the physics that is relevant51

to low-lying Southern Ocean clouds but one particular type of ice formation, called Hallett-52

Mossop rime splintering, is not active enough. CAM6 and AM4 make too much ice, or53

glaciate, cumulus clouds. CAM6 has too few cloud droplets and we hypothesize that this54

is caused by glaciation and by the simulated clouds driving too little turbulent mixing55

of the atmosphere.56

1 Introduction57

In the austral summer, highly reflective boundary layer clouds over the Southern58

Ocean cover nearly two thirds of the 45◦S - 65◦S latitude band. They increase the albedo59

of the Earth, reduce sea surface temperatures (SSTs), and moderate global oceanic heat60

uptake (Roemmich et al., 2015; Hyder et al., 2018). Realistic representation of these clouds61

in global climate models (GCMs) is vital to simulating the current climate and radia-62

tive feedbacks in future, warmer climates. However, GCMs have historically simulated63

too little low cloud over the Southern Ocean (Trenberth & Fasullo, 2010; Naud et al.,64

2014).65

Insufficient Southern Ocean cloudiness in GCMs has been attributed to the lack66

of supercooled liquid water in mixed phase clouds within the cold sector of summertime67

Southern Ocean cyclones (Bodas-Salcedo et al., 2014, 2016). Until recently, almost all68

GCMs excessively glaciated these clouds (Bodas-Salcedo et al., 2016), which reduces their69

optical depth (Twomey & Warner, 1967), may reduce their lifetime (Albrecht, 1989), and70

can lead to overly negative optical depth feedbacks as the simulated Southern Ocean clouds71

become more liquid-dominated in a warming climate (Tan et al., 2016).72

Southern Ocean low clouds form in a unique synoptic environment with distinc-73

tive aerosol characteristics. The Southern Hemisphere polar jet generates about 1000 cy-74

clones per year (Yuan et al., 2009), with rapidly evolving extensive low cloud decks in75

their cold sectors. The absence of land in the Southern Hemisphere extratropics and the76

strong polar jet isolate the Southern Ocean from continental and anthropogenic sources77

of dust and aerosol, which affects the nucleation of cloud droplets and ice crystals (Carslaw78

et al., 2013). As a result, parameterizations of droplet and ice nucleation derived from79
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observations in less pristine locations may not be properly calibrated for Southern Ocean80

clouds (McCluskey et al., 2018; DeMott et al., 2016).81

Southern Ocean boundary layer clouds are commonly mixed-phase, containing su-82

percooled liquid water droplets and smaller concentrations of larger ice particles. Mixed-83

phase cloud processes, including primary and secondary ice production, the Bergeron-84

Findeisen mechanism for rapid ice growth (Tan & Storelvmo, 2016), and other mecha-85

nisms of cold precipitation formation, are poorly understood compared to warm cloud86

processes, and climate models have often effectively specified cloud phase as a function87

of temperature in lieu of realistically representing the melting and freezing of cloud wa-88

ter (McCoy et al., 2016).89

For these reasons, much of the GCM cloud physics development going from CMIP590

to CMIP6 targeted reducing the excessive glaciation of Southern Ocean clouds and con-91

straining the low cloud climate feedback. Bodas-Salcedo et al. (2019) found that alter-92

ing warm rain formation and including turbulent production of liquid water within mixed-93

phase clouds in HadGEM3-GC3.1 increased cloud liquid water path and reduced the spu-94

rious negative feedback associated with mixed-phase low clouds. In the transition from95

CAM5 to CAM6, Gettelman et al. (2019) found that replacing the ice nucleation and96

shallow convection schemes with formulations less dependent on temperature accomplished97

the same thing. While these studies help us understand the controls on liquid water in98

mixed-phase Southern Ocean clouds within GCMs, a historical dearth of in-situ obser-99

vations in Southern Ocean clouds has made evaluating these modified microphysics and100

shallow convection schemes difficult (Tan et al., 2016).101

Challenges associated with representing Southern Ocean mixed-phase clouds in GCMs,102

and evaluating their representation, motivated several recent international efforts to col-103

lect measurements of Southern Ocean clouds, aerosols and radiation from ground-based,104

shipborne and airborne platforms, including several coordinated studies of the region of105

the Southern Ocean between Australia and Antarctica. Two of these studies were the106

Clouds, Aerosols, Precipitation Radiation and Atmospheric Composition over the South-107

ern Ocean (CAPRICORN-2) ship campaign and the Southern Ocean Clouds, Radiation108

and Aerosol Transport Experimental Study (SOCRATES) aircraft campaign, both in109

January-February 2018. Here, we use a unique multi-sensor suite of SOCRATES obser-110

vations to build case studies in different types of Southern Ocean cloudy boundary lay-111
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ers and compare them with two GCMs, AM4 and CAM6, run in a nudged-meteorology112

mode and sampled at the locations and times of the airborne sampling.113

Another challenge in representing Southern Ocean boundary layer clouds in GCMs114

is the complex interplay of large scale synoptic dynamics and smaller scale circulations115

(such as convection, turbulence, and mesoscale cellularity)(Tomassini et al., 2017), which116

must be parameterized in GCMs. Large-eddy simulation (LES)- which uses a fine grid117

to explicitly simulate the cloud-forming eddies over a limited area but must be supplied118

information about the larger-scale meteorological setting- is a complementary modeling119

strategy. Thus, we also compare a suitably forced LES with the GCMs and aircraft ob-120

servations, so that we can fully investigate how model resolution and scale affects South-121

ern Ocean cloud biases. We identify strengths and weaknesses of both the LES and the122

GCMs as a first step toward improving the representation of Southern Ocean boundary123

layer clouds in both classes of models.124

This work is one of a series of complementary studies using recent observations of125

Southern Ocean clouds to evaluate nudged GCMs. Zhou et al. 2020 (hereafter Z2020)126

uses radar reflectivities from aircraft and ship measurements, and in-situ measurements127

from aircraft to evaluate bulk characteristics of Southern Ocean low and high clouds within128

CAM6 and AM4. Gettelman et al. 2020 (hereafter G2020) uses SOCRATES in-situ ob-129

servations to demonstrate that CAM6 maintains liquid water in Southern Ocean mixed-130

phase clouds more realistically than CAM5, and reproduces the shape of SOCRATES131

drop and crystal size distributions, but with lower number concentrations than observed.132

Here, we use cloud resolving simulations to provide process-level explanations for some133

of the successes and failures of CAM6 and AM4 that are discussed in Z2020 and G2020,134

especially pertaining to the maintenance of supercooled liquid water and low droplet con-135

centrations in CAM6.136

2 Observations137

During SOCRATES, the U. S. National Science Foundation Gulfstream-V (G-V)138

research aircraft, operated by the Research Aviation Facility of the National Center for139

Atmospheric Research, was based in Hobart, Tasmania, at 43◦S, 145◦E. The G-V con-140

ducted 120 hours of in-situ sampling below, in and above diverse cold-sector Southern141

Ocean (SO) clouds between 45◦S and 62◦S during January 15-February 25, 2018. The142
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aircraft instrumentation and flight plans were targeted for constraining cloud-aerosol in-143

teractions and mixed-phase microphysics. Cloud probes sized and imaged cloud and pre-144

cipitation particles and measured condensed cloud mass. Aerosol instruments sized ac-145

cumulation and coarse mode marine particles and measured concentrations of cloud con-146

densation and ice nuclei. A vertically pointing W-band radar and a High Spectral Res-147

olution Lidar (HSRL) obtained continuous vertical profiles of the cloud and precipita-148

tion structures. Unless otherwise noted, all data used here have a time resolution of 1 Hz,149

corresponding to a horizontal resolution of 120-180 meters, depending on aircraft ground150

speed.151

2.1 Sampling strategy152

Research flights typically ferried at an altitude of 6 km to the south end of a tar-153

get region, launching dropsondes and surveying the underlying clouds with radar and154

lidar. When approaching the target region, typically at 55-62◦S and 135-155◦W, the G-155

V descended to cloud top and reversed direction to conduct sampling ‘modules’ on the156

return to Tasmania. Modules ideally consisted of three ten minute level legs – 150 m above157

the cloud top (above cloud leg), within the cloud layer (in-cloud leg) and 150 meters above158

the sea surface (below cloud leg) – followed by a sawtooth leg of back-to-back vertical159

profiles through this entire layer, as shown in Figure 1. In practice, many flights diverged160

from the ideal sampling strategy in order to sample complex vertical cloud structures,161

mitigate aircraft icing, or accomplish mission-specific science objectives. Several flights162

also overflew a measurement site at Macquarie Island (54◦S, 157◦E) or a research ship,163

the Australian R/V Investigator, which hosted the CAPRICORN2 campaign. The SOCRATES164

instruments and measurements used in this study are listed in Table 1, where the vari-165

able names from the EOL aircraft data files are included in square brackets.166

2.2 Vertical velocity variance167

An observable measure of turbulence intensity that is predicted by LES and many168

GCMs is the vertical profile of vertical wind variance, averaged over a sufficiently large169

horizontal area to fully encompass the most energetic vertical motions. SOCRATES air-170

craft observations include high-rate 25 Hz vertical wind (w), inferred from multiple pres-171

sure measurements and aircraft parameters. The absolute uncertainty in the vertical wind172
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is comparable to typical vertical wind speeds, but variability in the vertical wind is still173

accurately measured.174

Traditionally, vertical velocity variance is estimated from aircraft data using long175

level legs through relatively homogeneous turbulence. The SOCRATES flights involved176

extensive profiling, and the boundary-layer cloud often had substantial mesoscale vari-177

ability and large-scale gradients, so we developed a modified estimation method. We com-178

puted the running variance in w (σ2
20[w]) over a 20 second block centered around the mea-179

surement time, which corresponds to a 2.8 km horizontal distance for a typical 140 m180

s−1 G-V ground speed during SOCRATES boundary-layer sampling. This block length181

is long enough to sample the dominant updraft and downdraft scales and average over182

aircraft motions, but short enough to resolve fine-scale vertical structures, horizontal trends183

and mesoscale variability. During SOCRATES, the G-V typically profiled at an ascent/descent184

rate of 1000 feet per minute. During a 20 second block, its altitude changed by 100 me-185

ters, so σ2
20[w] encompasses an altitude range much narrower than the typical depth of186

the boundary layer or a cloud layer.187

To correct σ2
20[w] for the portion of the true vertical wind variance that occurs on188

scales larger than 20 seconds, we constructed a power spectrum of w for each below-cloud189

and in-cloud leg from SOCRATES, and we computed the fraction f20 of the vertical wind190

variance associated with periods greater than 20 seconds. We found that this fraction191

tends to increase with altitude (z, in meters), so we made the following altitude-dependent192

correction to σ2
20[w] throughout our study to obtain an estimate of the full vertical ve-193

locity variance (σ2[w]) which can be directly compared with model-derived vertical ve-194

locity variance estimates:195

σ2[w] =
σ2
20[w]

1− f20
, (1)

f20(z) = 0.167 + 1.267× 10−4 min(z, 2000). (2)

2.3 ERA5 reanalysis and its application196

We use the fifth generation ECMWF atmospheric reanalysis of the global climate197

(ERA5) (Hersbach et al., n.d.) for the SOCRATES period to evaluate aircraft measure-198

ments and to initialize and force our LES cases. We use hourly pressure level data in-199

terpolated onto a horizontal grid of 0.25◦×0.25◦ and 37 pressure levels from its native200
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137 hybrid sigma/pressure levels and 30 km horizontal grid. Section 4.2 describes how201

we use ERA5 to set up and force our LES cases.202

The G-V radiometric surface temperature brightness (RSTB) can be a valuable proxy203

for SST when the aircraft is near the sea surface. However, due to calibration drifts, at-204

mospheric absorption, and temperature differences between the instrument and the at-205

mosphere, the RSTB commonly appeared to be offset from the actual SST during SOCRATES.206

We compare the RSTB with the SST from ERA5, which is strongly constrained with satel-207

lite and surface observations. We observe a temperature dependent bias in the RSTB208

which approaches 2◦C at the coldest SSTs (Figure 2a). This discrepancy is larger than209

the manufacturer’s stated temperature dependent uncertainty, which has a maximum210

of 0.65◦C in the SOCRATES dataset. In contrast, the ERA5 SST is unbiased compared211

with measurements from the R/V Investigator from the coinciding CAPRICORN2 ex-212

periment (Figure 2b). Thus, we use the ERA5 SST in this work, but we acknowledge213

that it may not capture mesoscale oceanic eddies which may locally modulate bound-214

ary layer stability.215

SSTs are tightly coupled to near-surface temperature. We find that ERA5 950-mb216

temperature compares well with aircraft temperature measurements from vertical pro-217

files, with no mean bias (not shown), lending further credence to the ERA5 SST and near-218

surface air temperature fields.219

3 Stability and cloud morphology regimes220

Marine boundary layer clouds are strongly influenced by the air-sea temperature221

difference. Warmer air traveling over a colder sea surface forms a stable boundary layer222

with inhibited vertical turbulent mixing and is often accompanied by low-lying cloud lay-223

ers with different thermodynamic properties than the near-surface air. Colder air trav-224

eling over a warmer sea surface drives boundary layer-scale convective eddies, resulting225

in an unstable and well-mixed boundary layer, usually topped by cumulus and/or stra-226

tocumulus clouds. Since stable and unstable boundary layers are both common over the227

Southern Ocean and involve different physical processes, it is important to test our mod-228

els in both conditions. We use the SOCRATES observations to investigate how South-229

ern Ocean low cloud morphology varies with boundary layer stability, and then we use230

this analysis to choose a set of representative cases.231
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Vertical profiles, typically from sawtooth legs, are selected for this analysis if they232

extend from below 200 meters altitude up past the bottom of the inversion layer. For233

profiles with multiple temperature inversions, the aircraft must reach the bottom of the234

uppermost inversion layer. We estimate the air-sea temperature difference by subtract-235

ing the ERA5 SST from the ERA5 2-meter temperature (Ts). If Ts is at least 0.5◦C warmer236

than the SST, we classify the boundary layer as stable. If Ts is at least 0.5◦C colder than237

the SST, we classify the boundary layer as unstable. If the absolute value of the air sea238

temperature difference is less than 0.5◦C, we classify the boundary layer as neutral.239

We also classify the cloud morphology sampled within each vertical profile. We smooth240

the observations by binning the 1 Hz liquid water content (LWC), vertical wind (w),241

and corrected 20-second running vertical wind variance (σ2[w]) into 2 mb pressure bins242

that span the range from 1050 mb to 400 mb. This binning substantially reduces the noise243

in the measurements while still resolving sharp temperature inversions. We calculate the244

bin-medians LWC, w and σ2[w]. If any pressure bins simultaneously have cloud (LWC >245

0.01 g kg−1), a strong updraft (w > 1 m s−1), and turbulence (σ2[w] > 0.1 m2 s−2),246

the profile is classified as containing cumulus. If the aircraft profile samples a cumulus-247

forming environment but does not actually go through a cumulus cloud, then it will not248

be flagged as containing cumulus.249

If cumulus is detected, then we compute a vertically-integrated low cloud fraction250

for the entire aircraft module containing the vertical profile, using a threshold HSRL backscat-251

ter > 3×10−5m−1sr−1 below 4 km elevation as a indicator of the presence of low cloud,252

as described in Z2020. If the module cloud fraction exceeds 75% then the profile is clas-253

sified as cumulus rising into stratocumulus; otherwise it is classified as open cell cumu-254

lus. If no cumulus is detected, the vertical profile is classified as containing either one255

stratiform cloud layer or, if there are pressure bins with no liquid water situated between256

bins containing liquid water, multiple stratiform cloud layers. Figure 3 summarizes this257

cloud morphology decision tree.258

Figure 4 shows the boundary layer stability and cloud morphology for each verti-259

cal aircraft leg that profiled the entire boundary layer and sampled cloud. Unstable bound-260

ary layers dominate the SOCRATES dataset, as expected for a campaign targeting the261

cold sectors of cyclones, but stable and neutral boundary layers are each observed in about262

20% of SOCRATES profiles. They were most commonly sampled over cold SSTs south263
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of 55 ◦S. Single layers of stratocumulus cloud are most likely to occur in unstable bound-264

ary layers. Multiple stratiform cloud layers are most likely to occur in stable boundary265

layers, where the top of each cloud layer is typically capped by a temperature inversion.266

Cumulus rising into stratocumulus occur predominantly in unstable boundary layers, al-267

though they can occur in neutral and stable boundary layers, especially in cases where268

strong meridional winds advect boundary layers into more stable regions but the cloud269

morphology takes some time to adjust to the reduced forcing at the sea surface. Open270

cell cumulus were sampled within unstable boundary layers north of 52◦S.271

3.1 Selection of representative case studies272

It is desirable to test our models with a spectrum of cases that span the range of273

observed boundary layers and cloud morphologies from SOCRATES. The colored rect-274

angles in Figure 4 that are labelled with flight numbers indicate six modules that we have275

chosen to develop into case studies. These six cases are also described in Table 2. All276

cases except RF11 are flight modules containing 2 to 4 vertical profiles which observed277

similar boundary layer and cloud properties throughout the sampling period. Since the278

selected cases feature similar boundary layer and cloud properties over hundreds of km,279

it is meaningful to compare them with the ERA5 reanalysis (50 km grid spacing) and280

the nudged GCMs (100 km grid spacing). Except for RF13, all cases have a 950 mb wind281

speed U950 of 15-20 m/s, which is typical for this part of the Southern Ocean. Cloud top282

temperatures (Ttop) of the uppermost sampled cloud layers range from -1.4 ◦C to -18.2283

◦C and air sea temperature differences (∆T ) range from -4.05 ◦C (unstable) to 1.87 ◦C284

(stable). All cases feature supercooled liquid water (SLW) dominated clouds with a mix-285

ture of frozen and liquid large particles, with the exception of RF13, where most of the286

cloud is warmer than 0◦C. RF11 has limited observations and no complete vertical pro-287

files, but we selected it as the only SOCRATES case featuring open cell cumulus within288

the Hallett-Mossop temperature range.289

4 Models used290

4.1 LES Model291

Large eddy simulations (LES) model turbulent flows by solving three-dimensional292

fluid transport equations (including cloud processes, surface fluxes and radiative heat-293
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ing in our case) at a grid scale much smaller than the most energetic eddies but much294

larger than the scale at which viscosity and molecular diffusivity become important (Smagorinsky,295

1963). They include a parameterization of subgrid turbulent eddy effects on the trans-296

ported fields. LES are useful for studying cloud regimes that strongly interact with tur-297

bulent/convective eddies, such as in the Southern Ocean boundary layer. LES of atmo-298

spheric boundary layers use domains with a horizontal extent of at least a few times the299

boundary layer depth. Synoptic dynamics enter into the simulations through the model300

initialization, advective forcings and other boundary conditions, and target environmen-301

tal soundings. Internally-generated mesoscale dynamics, often visible in Southern Ocean302

clouds, can be simulated if the computational domain is sufficiently large (> 50 km) and303

the simulation is run out at least 12-24 hours.304

Our LES study has three major goals: The first is to test whether an LES initial-305

ized and forced using either reanalysis or local observations can simulate the typical cloud306

and boundary layer structures that were observed during SOCRATES. The second is to307

identify physical processes (e. g. the representation of mixed-phase microphysics) to which308

the simulated cloud and boundary layer features are sensitive. The third is to compare309

the LES results, which include a plausible representation of cloud-turbulence interaction,310

with nudged-hindcast simulations from the CAM6 and AM4 coarse-grid global climate311

models, run with ∼100 km horizontal grid resolution. The GCM boundary layer turbu-312

lence and subgrid cloud microphysics parameterizations aim to represent the grid-mean313

effects of the same processes explicitly simulated by the LES.314

We use the System for Atmospheric Modelling (SAM) (Khairoutdinov & Randall,315

2003) with Morrison two moment microphysics with graupel (Morrison et al., 2005) (here-316

after M2005), the UM5 advection scheme (Yamaguchi et al., 2011) and RRTMG radi-317

ation (Mlawer et al., 1997). Of relevance to mixed-phase clouds sampled in SOCRATES,318

the microphysics scheme includes a parameterization of Hallett-Mossop rime splinter-319

ing. This scheme allows new ice particles to splinter from graupel and snow at temper-320

atures between -3 and -8◦C, when either LWC > 0.5 g kg−1 or rain mass > 0.1 g kg−1.321

Rime splintering is allowed on graupel when its mass exceeds 0.1 g kg−1, and on snow322

when its mass exceeds 0.1 g kg−1. These thresholds are only rarely surpassed in SOCRATES-323

sampled low clouds, so unless they are modified, rime splintering is inactive in the cases324

presented here (Young et al., 2019). We perform sensitivity tests to removing these three325

thresholds in Section 8.326
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We specify a uniform cloud droplet concentration for each case, which is equal to327

the median droplet concentration from the associated vertical aircraft profile. For RF11,328

which sampled shallow cumulus, we instead use the median droplet concentration from329

all of the in-situ data from the flight. Table 2 lists the droplet concentrations that are330

used for each case. Simulations run with interactive aerosol, using a constant bimodal331

aerosol profile with distribution parameters customized to match each case, simulated332

very similar number concentrations and produced no detectable changes in cloud macro-333

physics (not shown).334

We choose the domain height to be approximately twice the height of the bound-335

ary layer to provide an overlying layer for gravity wave damping. We use a horizontal336

resolution of 50 m and a square domain with a 12.8 km edge for all cases. We specify337

a vertical resolution of 10 m in the cloud layer to resolve entrainment, with grid stretch-338

ing in the overlying atmospheric column. Simulations using 5 m vertical resolution in339

the cloud layer produce similar results (not shown). We choose the vertical resolution340

near the surface to be 25 m, within a factor of two of the horizontal resolution, to prop-341

erly represent near-surface isotropic turbulence and to allow resolved-scale turbulent ed-342

dies to efficiently transfer heat and moisture between the near-surface air and the rest343

of the boundary layer. Two of the cases, RF12 and RF13, with shallow boundary lay-344

ers, are simulated on a 192-level vertical grid. The other four cases are run on a 320-level345

vertical grid.346

4.2 LES initialization and forcing347

SAM uses moist-conserved variables and saturation adjustment to account for the348

thermodynamics of vapor-liquid phase change. Thus, we use as model input the total349

specific humidity (qt, the sum of the mixing ratios of water vapor, qv, and nonprecip-350

itating cloud condensate, qc, assumed consistent with observations to be dominated by351

liquid), and liquid water temperature (TL = T − Lqc/cp), computed from either air-352

craft observations or ERA5 reanalysis.353

The Southern Ocean poses unique challenges for our LES framework, due to the354

strong winds, rapid synoptic variability, and sparsity of detailed observations except by355

the aircraft itself. Large-scale horizontal advective forcings and vertical motion can cause356

rapid changes in boundary layer structure at any fixed location, so uncertainty in those357
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inputs can cause a simulation to drift away from reality in as little as an hour. After con-358

siderable experimentation, we settled on two LES forcing methodologies with comple-359

mentary advantages.360

An ERA5-based simulation is initialized and forced exclusively with ERA5 reanal-361

ysis data and run for 15 hours, reaching the reference time at hour 12. This is a rough362

analogue to the GCM nudged-hindcast mode. An Obs-based simulation aims to produce363

a three-dimensional realization of the cloudy marine boundary layer whose domain-mean364

profiles of temperature, moisture and cloud liquid water match those of the aircraft sound-365

ing. Its purpose is to allow comparison of the simulated and observed microphysics with-366

out having to account for major differences in the cloud structure. Each simulation is367

initialized from a single vertical aircraft profile and its horizontal domain-mean qt and368

TL are nudged aggressively (τ = 20 minutes) towards this profile. The solar zenith an-369

gle is held constant at the reference time of the case. The simulation is run for 12 hours370

and hours 10-12 are analyzed here. Most cases reach a steady state profile of cloud liq-371

uid water within two hours of simulation but RF09 takes 10 hours to do so. No Obs-based372

experiment was run for RF11 because the cloud is patchy and we do not have any com-373

plete vertical profiles from that flight.374

The reference profiles of qt and TL are computed from the 2 mb binned aircraft ob-375

servations. Outside of cloud, qt is taken as the water vapor specific humidity (qv) from376

the VCSEL. In cloud, we estimate the observed cloud condensate qc from the CDP (as-377

suming the cloud is composed of spherical droplets). We assume that a 2 mb bin is in-378

cloud if LWC > .005 g kg−1 and we make a linear fit to qc that extends from the low-379

ermost to the uppermost cloudy bin, for each cloud layer, to make a smoother profile.380

Although the observed clouds may not be perfectly adiabatic, it is more realistic to nudge381

qc to an adiabatic cloud profile with a liquid water path that is close to the observed mean,382

rather than a profile that has false deviations from an adiabatic profile due to covering383

a large horizontal area (∼ 10 km). We add the linear fit of qc to the liquid-saturated wa-384

ter vapor specific humidity (qs). We use qs in place of the VCSEL qv because the LES-385

simulated qc is sensitive to any discrepancy from water saturation within clouds in the386

nudging profile.387

Horizontal winds, surface pressure, and SST from ERA5 are used in both the Obs-388

based and ERA5-based simulations. We estimate the large-scale vertical wind from the389
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ERA5-reported pressure velocity based on an approximate formula, valid near the sur-390

face:391

ω(x, y, p, t) =
Dpp

Dt
=
Dpps
Dt

+
Dp

Dt
(p− ps)

=
Dsps
Dt

+ (u− us)
∂ps
∂x

+ (v − vs)
∂ps
∂y

+
Dp

Dt
(p− ps)

≈ ωs + w
∂p

∂z
. (3)

Here, we use Dp/Dt to be the material derivative at pressure p and Ds/Dt to be the ma-392

terial derivative at the surface pressure ps. They differ due to the different winds at the393

two pressures. This is used in the second line above. In the third line, we define ωs =394

ω(x, y, ps, t). We also neglect the tendency and horizontal advection of the small quan-395

tity p−ps compared to the vertical advection of p, and we neglect vertical wind shear396

between ps and p, which relies on the winds being fairly similar to the surface winds. This397

approximation ensures that we have no vertical wind at the surface. It breaks down in398

the upper atmosphere, where the approximation ω ≈ w ∂p/∂z is more robust.399

We do an ad-hoc interpolation between these formulas:400

ω ≈ f(p)ωs + w∂p/∂z, (4)

where f(p) is a sigmoidal curve that is equal to 1 at the surface and decays to zero at401

the tropopause (250 mb). Using the hydrostatic approximation to calculate the verti-402

cal pressure gradient, we calculate vertical velocity from ERA5 as follows:403

w ≈ −ω − ωsf(p)

ρg
. (5)

We compute geostrophic winds and advective tendencies from ERA5 fields using404

finite differences. All ERA5 data used as model input has been smoothed over a 1-degree405

box centered on the model domain. We use the ERA5 reanalysis data on pressure lev-406

els for the model input. However, for the Obs-based experiment, we add 2 mb thick lev-407

els as needed to resolve all of the observed temperature inversions, and interpolate both408

observed data and ERA5 reanalysis to the new pressure grid. This ensures that the Obs-409

based LES includes all of the observed temperature inversions, which are important for410

the development of stratiform boundary layer clouds. Both LES experiments are nudged411

towards the ERA5 horizontal winds. The Obs-based simulation uses a wind nudging timescale412

of 20 minutes and the ERA5-based simulation uses a wind nudging timescale of 1 hour.413
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4.3 Description of CAM6 and AM4 AGCMs414

Our other goal is to evaluate the atmospheric components of two GCMs, CAM6415

(Neale et al, The Community Atmosphere Model Version 6, 2020, submitted to JAMES)416

and AM4 (Zhao et al., 2018), that have been run in hindcast mode for the SOCRATES417

experiment and lightly nudged to reanalysis datasets. Both models use a finite volume418

dynamical core and comparable grid resolutions.419

CAM6 is run on a 0.9◦x1.25◦ latitude/longitude grid with 32 vertical levels. It em-420

ploys Cloud Layers Unified by Bi-normals (CLUBB) (Guo et al., 2015) to parameter-421

ize the turbulence, cloud liquid, and boundary-layer cumulus convection. Its two-moment422

Morrison-Gettelman microphysics (MG2008) (Morrison & Gettelman, 2008) is analogous423

to the M2005 scheme in SAM, but optimized for a GCM framework. Unlike M2005, MG2008424

doesn’t include graupel. However, as shown in Section 5, M2005 does not produce sub-425

stantial concentrations of graupel in any of the SOCRATES cases. In contrast to the case-426

specified droplet concentration used for the LES, CAM6 predicts aerosol using the Modal427

Aerosol Module (MAM4) (Liu et al., 2016), initialized based on climatological profiles428

in year 2000 from the Coupled Model Intercomparison Project phase 6 (CMIP6) emis-429

sions inventory, and explicitly activates cloud droplets. CAM6 is sub sampled along the430

SOCRATES flight track such that for every ten minutes of observation time, the near-431

est CAM6 profile to the aircraft location is saved.432

AM4 uses a cubed sphere domain with approximately 100 km horizontal resolu-433

tion and 33 vertical levels. AM4 uses a continuously entrainingdetraining bulk plume based434

on Bretherton et al. (2004) to represent shallow convection. The microphysics is simpler435

than in either the LES or CAM6, predicting just four cloud properties including cloud436

amount, cloud liquid and ice water content, and cloud liquid droplet concentration. AM4437

microphysics follows Rotstayn (1997) for hydrometeor mass (which is diagnostic) and438

cloud fraction and Ming et al. (2007, 2006) for droplet concentration. Cloud droplets are439

explicitly activated from aerosol, which is predicted based on climatological profiles in440

year 2016 from the CMIP6 emissions inventory. We use hourly output from AM4 for the441

Southern Ocean basin.442

In CAM6, horizontal winds, temperature, SST and surface pressure are lightly nudged443

with a timescale τ = 24 hours to the NASA Modern-Era Retrospective analysis for Re-444
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search and Applications version 2 (MERRA-2)(Gelaro et al., 2017). AM4 is similarly nudged445

to ERA5 reanalysis.446

5 Model-observation comparisons447

We evaluate the ability of the SAM LES and the AM4 and CAM6 GCMs to rep-448

resent the physical processes that are important for determining the formation, evolu-449

tion and radiative properties of Southern Ocean boundary layer clouds across our set of450

cases. For each case, we qualitatively describe the synoptic environment that the clouds451

have formed and evolved in, using reanalysis and satellite imagery (Section 5.1, Figure 5).452

We then use observations to evaluate cloud and boundary layer structure, turbulence and453

cloud microphysics in the models (Sections 5.2-5.5).454

5.1 Summary of LES performance for different cloud morphologies455

Figure 5 shows a synoptic analysis for each case and compares the cloud morphol-456

ogy simulated by the two different LES experiments with snapshots of the observed clouds457

from cameras on the aircraft. The top row shows satellites images of visible reflectance458

along with contours of sea level pressure from ERA5, and the red star within a green cir-459

cle indicates the location of each case. There are broad correlations between the synop-460

tic environment and the observed cloud morphology. RF01 and RF10 both feature two461

stratiform cloud layers within westerly flow near 60◦S. RF09, RF12 and RF13 are in south-462

westerly flow, implying that there is more cold advection than in RF01 and RF10, and463

all three cases feature stratocumulus-topped unstable boundary layers. RF09 has cumu-464

lus rising into the stratocumulus layer, due to a greater air-sea temperature gradient (Ta-465

ble 2). RF11 features open cell cumulus in westerly flow nearer to Tasmania, where the466

warmer sea surface generates strong thermal instability.467

Qualitative comparison of cloud morphology between the aircraft snapshots (sec-468

ond row of Figure 5) and the LES experiments (bottom two rows) reveals strengths and469

weaknesses of the two LES methodologies. For RF01 and RF10, the plane is between470

the two observed cloud layers during the time of the snapshot. In each case, at least one471

of the two simulation types captures the cloud and boundary layer structure reasonably472

well. The Obs-based case is constrained in horizontal mean to have the vertical profile473

of moisture, temperature and cloud from the observed sounding. Hence it consistently474
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and accurately simulates the cloud morphology of observed stratiform clouds in cases475

RF01, RF10, RF12 and RF13. However, it cannot simulate rising cumuli in RF09 and476

is does not capture as much horizontal variability as the ERA5-based simulations. This477

is because moisture anomalies associated with either rising cumuli, or cloud tops extend-478

ing above the inversion height specified in the input sounding and into the very dry tro-479

posphere (qv < 0.5 g kg−1), are rapidly eroded by the strong nudging.480

Since the ERA5-based simulations are not nudged they have more flexibility to sim-481

ulate an inhomogeneous moisture field, and are therefore better at representing rising482

cumuli (RF09 and RF11). However, the ERA5-based simulations of the two-layer stra-483

tus cases, RF01 and RF10, have trouble simulating more than one cloud layer, because484

these thin cloud layers are tied to fine scale features in the input temperature and hu-485

midity soundings that are not resolved by ERA5 reanalysis.486

Figure 6 shows a comparison of simulated reflectivities from the Obs-based LES487

experiments and observed reflectivities from the G-V cloud radar, for all six cases. The488

yellow line indicates the vertical aircraft profile that the Obs-based LES is nudged to and489

the plots show the entire aircraft modules that are used to evaluate the LES and GCMs490

throughout this section. The cloud morphology is usually consistent throughout the mod-491

ule, with considerable mesoscale variability in the observed reflectivities. Since the small-492

domain LES experiments cannot capture this mesoscale variability, their reflectivities tend493

to fall inside a narrow window within the range sampled by the flight modules. For ex-494

ample, in RF01, a multi-layer stratus case, the simulated clouds are lightly precipitat-495

ing everywhere, consistent with the observed reflectivities at 02:10 UTC. The ERA5-based496

and Obs-based simulations generally simulate similar ranges of reflectivities, suggesting497

that the cloud microphysics is not strongly tied to the cloud morphology. The LES does498

not simulate the highest observed reflectivities in cases RF01, RF11, RF12 and RF13.499

This may be due to a deficiency of large particles, a lack of mesoscale variability, or a500

combination thereof. We will show in Sections 5.3 and 5.5 that there are too few large501

particles in the LES in cases RF11 and RF12.502

5.2 Observational case-by-case model evaluation methodology503

We start by evaluating the temperature and moisture profiles in the models, in-504

cluding the location of temperature inversions, since those properties determine bound-505
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ary layer mixing and the amount of moisture available to the clouds. Since the studied506

clouds are dominated by SLW, we compare profiles of cloud fraction and in-cloud LWC507

between the models and observations to evaluate the cloud macrophysics. In cases where508

the models simulate a substantial amount of ice mass, we show the ice water content (IWC)509

as well, but there are no direct measurements of IWC that can be used to evaluate the510

models.511

Turbulent eddies, including convection, are vital for cloud formation, boundary layer512

structure, and vertical mixing. The vertical structure of turbulence within SOCRATES513

boundary layers is determined by surface heat fluxes, near surface wind shear, and clouds.514

SOCRATES boundary layers are usually characterized by decoupled turbulence profiles515

with distinct peaks near the sea surface and within each cloud layer. Multi-layer stra-516

tus clouds and cumulus are associated with stronger decoupling. We compare turbulence517

between the observations and models using profiles of the vertical velocity variance. For518

the LES, we estimate the vertical wind variance by adding the resolved vertical wind vari-519

ance and 2/3 of the subgrid scale turbulent kinetic energy (i. e. equipartitioning of sub-520

grid turbulent kinetic energy between coordinate directions). In general, the resolved con-521

tribution dominates the subgrid contribution. For CAM6, we further examine how the522

turbulent structure of the boundary layer affects simulated cloud condensation nuclei (CCN)523

and droplet concentrations. As a reminder, the LES uses fixed droplet concentrations,524

which are specified in Table 2.525

Cloud microphysics influences cloud lifetime, cloud radiative effects and precipi-526

tation. To evaluate simulated cloud microphysics, we compare particle size distributions527

(PSDs) between observations and models. We have separate PSDs for each hydrome-528

teor from the model output, but it is much more challenging to classify the observations529

by hydrometeor phase. A synthesis of data from four G-V particle probes in Z2020 sug-530

gests that in most supercooled boundary-layer clouds observed in SOCRATES at tem-531

peratures of -5 to -25◦C, the largest particles (diameter D > 200 µm), when present,532

were predominantly frozen (graupel and snow), the smallest particles (D < 50 µm) were533

predominantly liquid, and midsize particles (50 < D < 200 µm) could be either driz-534

zle or ice.535
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5.3 Single-layer stratocumulus cases RF12 and RF13536

RF12 and RF13 sampled extensive single-layer stratocumulus decks within south-537

westerly cyclonic flow, as shown in the satellite images in Figures 5e-f. Figure 7 compares538

the observed temperature, qv, and LWC with the LES experiments (top row), the GCMs,539

and ERA5 reanalysis (bottom row). Cloud fraction is compared between the low and540

high resolution models, but there is no comparable observed variable. The dashed black541

lines show the profile that the obs-based case is nudged towards. All solid lines indicate542

medians and all shaded areas indicate the 10th to 90th percentile. The observations are543

binned into 2 mb pressure bins spanning the range from 1050 mb to 400 mb, before the544

statistics are computed. Although the Obs-based LES is nudged to a single profile, we545

evaluate it using the entire aircraft module, to show that the chosen aircraft profile and546

the Obs-based LES are representative of a larger area. The black dashed line is an in-547

terpolation between an aircraft profile and the ERA5 reanalysis so it is sometimes out-548

side of the 10th to 90th percentile range of the observations.549

The thermodynamic profiles for both cases in Figures 7 show well-mixed bound-550

ary layers topped by approximately adiabatic stratocumulus cloud layers. For RF12, the551

cloud layer occupies the Hallett-Mossop temperature range, (-3 to -8 ◦C, indicated with552

yellow shading) whereas it is almost entirely above freezing for RF13, making an inter-553

esting microphysical comparison. By construction, the Obs-based LES closely reproduces554

the observed boundary layer properties and cloud macrophysics for both cases. This is555

also true for the RF12 ERA5-based LES (Figure 7a), suggesting ERA5 is representing556

the synoptic environment of that case well. For RF13, the ERA5-based run correctly sim-557

ulates a well-mixed stratocumulus-topped boundary layer that is deeper than the Obs-558

based case but still within the range of observations. However, it is too dry near the sur-559

face, and the cloud is too thin. The ERA5-based LES cloud morphology resembles that560

of the ERA5 reanalysis (green line in Figure 7d), suggesting the biases may originate from561

the input soundings, rather than from the LES physics. The ERA5-based LES develops562

severe cold biases in the free troposphere in both cases, which, through entrainment, leads563

to modest cold biases throughout the boundary layer. We interpret these as artifacts of564

the LES response to strong horizontal warm advection at the inversion level, as discussed565

in the appendix.566
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The two GCMs, CAM6 and AM4, and ERA5 reanalysis, reproduce the observed567

supercooled liquid water dominated stratocumulus layers for both RF12 and RF13. AM4568

has a lower cloud fraction than observed. All three models, and the GCMs in particu-569

lar, simulate clouds with too low peak LWC. In the GCMs, the clouds also extend slightly570

too high because their capping inversion is smeared out. Both of these biases are expected571

consequences of the coarse vertical resolution of the GCMs. The tendency of the GCM572

clouds to be too deep was also noted in Z2020 for flight RF12.573

The left column of Figure 8 compares σ2[w] between the observations, the LES ex-574

periments and CAM6. AM4 and ERA5 do not output turbulence variables. Observed575

σ2[w] profiles show enhanced turbulence within the cloud layer above uniform weaker576

turbulence in the subcloud layer. For RF12, the ERA5-based LES features stronger tur-577

bulence than the Obs-based LES for RF12, possibly related to the free tropospheric tem-578

perature biases, but both experiments are within the range of the observations. CAM6579

produces too much turbulence near the surface but too little turbulence in the stratocu-580

mulus layer. For RF13, the ERA5-based LES underpredicts cloud-driven turbulence, likely581

due to the simulated cloud being too thin, and has too much turbulence near the sur-582

face. CAM6 produces a well-mixed turbulence profile, missing the in-cloud enhancement.583

Overall, the LES captures the vertical features of the turbulence profile better than CAM6.584

The middle column of Figure 8 compares droplet concentration between the LES585

observations, CAM6 and AM4, and the right column compares the CCN concentration586

at a supersaturation of 0.5% from CAM6 with the observed concentration from the UH-587

SAS of particles greater than 0.1 µm. AM4 does not output CCN concentration. We use588

the large particles from the UHSAS as a proxy for CCN because, although there were589

two CCN counters on the G/V, one was scanning through a wide range of supersatu-590

rations at all times, and the other had frequent problems leading to missing data.591

The CAM6 droplet concentration is too low in both the RF12 and RF13 stratocu-592

mulus, and in most other SOCRATES cases. The reasons for this bias seem to be regime-593

dependent, but are particularly inobvious in this regime. AM4 droplet concentration is594

comparable to CAM6 in these two cases, but tends to be higher and more consistent with595

observations in other cases that we’ll show shortly. CAM6 simulates realistic CCN con-596

centrations in both cases, suggesting that in this regime, too few CCN do not lead to too597

few droplets.598
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Figure 9 compares average in-cloud PSDs between the observations (using the G-599

V CDP and 2DS instruments to span the full size range), the Obs-based LES and CAM6.600

This complements results in G2020, which show PSDs for the entirety of SOCRATES601

but not separated by cloud regimes. The Obs-based LES is used for the comparison be-602

cause, of the two LES experiments, its bulk cloud properties have better agreement with603

the observations. The AM4 climate model and ERA5 reanalysis use one-moment micro-604

physics schemes so they are left out of this comparison.605

We develop a robust cloud flag using 10 Hz LWC data from the CDP. 1 Hz aircraft606

data is considered in-cloud when all 10 subsamples of CDP data have LWC > 0.01 g m−3.607

In-cloud PSDs are averaged over the entire flight module associated with each case. The608

CAM6 PSD is averaged over all in-cloud grid cells overlapping the flight module. For both609

CAM6 and the LES, grid cells are used if they have in-cloud LWC > 0.01 g m−3, con-610

sistent with the processing of the observations.611

In both single-layer stratocumulus cases, the LES and CAM6 simulate qualitatively612

similar PSDs, despite having large discrepancies in cloud macrophysics. The LES and613

CAM6 have too little drizzle (diameters around ∼ 100 µm). This bias may be partly an614

artifact of representing the droplet and rain populations as lognormal distributions, and615

may be improved by adding a a third class of liquid particles to the bulk microphysics616

scheme to represent drizzle (Sant et al., 2015, 2013).617

Additionally, both the LES and CAM6 fail to simulate the large particle mode (∼618

300 µm - 1 mm) in RF12, which we assume is primarily snow and graupel. As discussed619

in G2020 and Z2020, CAM6 does not have this bias in other cases or in comparisons with620

all SOCRATES data. We hypothesize that this may be due to insufficient Hallett-Mossop621

rime splintering in the LES and CAM6 simulations. Indeed, there is no rime splinter-622

ing in the LES because the simulated hydrometeor masses do not exceed the thresholds623

specified in the M2005 Hallet-Mossop parameterization described in Section 4.1. In Sec-624

tion 8, we remove these thresholds and find that the Obs-based LES is able to reproduce625

the observed large particle mode. The MG2008 microphysics in CAM6 includes a pa-626

rameterization of Hallett-Mossop rime splintering without mass thresholds; it is unclear627

if it is active in this case because process rates were not included in the model output.628

G2020 found that turning Hallett-Mossop rime splintering off in the nudged CAM6 hind-629

cast had little effect on simulated liquid and ice water paths and droplet concentrations630
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for the SOCRATES time period, and we found that the cloud macrophysics and micro-631

physics for this case were unchanged in that simulation.632

5.4 Two-layer stratus cases RF01 and RF10633

RF01 and RF10 both sampled westerly flow behind cold fronts in regions of large634

scale ascent near 60◦S (Figures 5a,c). RF01 includes four vertical profiles through two635

stratus layers featuring a remarkably consistent cloud morphology throughout the sam-636

pling period (Figure 6a), with strong mesoscale variability in the top cloud layer. The637

aircraft sampled more variable cloud morphology in RF10, with discontinuities in both638

the upper and lower cloud layers (Figure 6c).639

Figure 10 compares the observed thermodynamic profiles with the LES experiments,640

ERA5 reanalysis, CAM6 and AM4. In the case of RF10, ERA5 has substantial ice wa-641

ter content (IWC) and a dotted line has been added to the profile of LWC to indicate642

IWC. These are particularly challenging cases to model. Both cases have strong temper-643

ature inversions capping the upper cloud layer and decoupled moisture profiles with strong644

gradients in humidity above each cloud layer. RF01 has a small temperature inversion645

atop the lower cloud layer, but RF10 just has a layer of slightly reduced lapse rate there.646

The LES captures the observed cloud morphology only if it simulates the observed tem-647

perature inversions. For RF01, the ERA5-based LES simulates the uppermost observed648

temperature inversion and a robust upper cloud layer (Figure 10a), and has very sparse649

condensation at the location of the observed lower cloud layer. We examined the tem-650

perature and humidity profiles from all 0.25◦ × 0.25◦ ERA5 reanalysis grid cells that651

have been averaged together to make the smooth 1-degree input for the ERA5-based sim-652

ulation, on both pressure and model levels. None of the horizontal grid cells captured653

the observed temperature inversions or decoupled moisture profile.654

For RF10, the ERA5-based LES has a strong inversion at 900 mb, and only sim-655

ulates the lower cloud layer (Figure 10b). The Obs-based LES, on the other hand, sim-656

ulates two temperature inversions and two robust cloud layers in both cases. The Obs-657

based LES, on the other hand, simulates two temperature inversions and two robust cloud658

layers in both cases.659

For this discussion, because our focus is low cloud formation, we define the top of660

the boundary layer as the location where the humidity decreases to typical free tropo-661
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spheric values (< 0.5 g kg−1), which is the uppermost inversion in these cases. The strongly662

decoupled moisture profiles suggest that there is little or no mixing between the two cloud663

layers, such that the atmosphere above the lower cloud is not turbulently interacting with664

the surface, and hence would not be included in a classical definition of the boundary665

layer.666

ERA5, CAM6 and AM4, which have coarser vertical grid resolution than the LES,667

cannot consistently represent the observed temperature inversions, boundary layer hu-668

midity profiles and cloud morphologies (Figures 10c,d). For RF01, ERA5 broadly matches669

the observed thermodynamic structure and simulates scattered thin cloud throughout670

the lower troposphere. Both GCMs have a moist bias throughout the boundary layer,671

and CAM6 has a warm bias as well, which results in simulated cloud layers that are too672

deep; CAM6 also has unrealistically high in-cloud LWCs in the lower parts of the cloud673

(Figure 10c). For RF10, AM4 simulates just the lower cloud layer, which is consistent674

with the range of observations, and ERA5 and CAM6 have two distinct cloud layers. Both675

GCMs have a cold bias throughout the boundary layer. ERA5 has partially glaciated676

the top of the cloud but still maintains supercooled liquid water throughout the bound-677

ary layer.678

The left column of Figure 11 compares turbulence between the observations, the679

LES experiments and CAM6. The observed turbulence in both cases is enhanced within680

the upper cloud layer and exhibits a smaller peak near the surface, below 950 mb. Both681

LES experiments capture both peaks (even if the cloud layers are not in the correct places).682

CAM6 captures the near surface shear-driven turbulence in both cases but entirely misses683

the cloud-driven turbulence, like for the RF12 stratocumulus case, but with larger bi-684

ases here.685

The middle and right columns of Figure 11 evaluate simulated droplet concentra-686

tions in both GCMs, and simulated CCN in CAM6, respectively. For RF01, both GCMs687

achieve realistic droplet concentrations within the lower cloud layer for RF01 but exhibit688

unrealistic drop-offs above it. For RF10, AM4 produces somewhat too many droplets689

in the lower cloud layer (the only one that it simulates). CAM6 produces a realistic droplet690

concentration in the lower cloud layer but has too few droplets in the upper cloud layer.691

CAM6 underestimates CCN throughout the boundary layer by nearly 50% in RF01692

but has has a realistic CCN profile in RF10. In both cases, CAM6 turbulence, CCN con-693
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centration and droplet concentration all peak at the surface. Turbulence can influence694

droplet concentration both by modifying aerosol transport and the efficiency of aerosol695

activation within the cloud layer. Since the low bias in the droplet concentration pro-696

file is much more pronounced than in the CCN profile, it is plausible that CAM6 is ac-697

tivating too few CCN due to insufficient turbulence at the base of the upper cloud layer.698

Figure 12 compares module-average in-cloud PSDs between the observations, the699

Obs-based LES and CAM6. As in RF12 and RF13, the LES under-predicts drizzle in700

both cases. CAM6 under-predicts drizzle in RF10. It is difficult to compare snow con-701

centrations between simulations and observations due to poor counting statistics for the702

low concentrations of large particles that were observed.703

5.5 Cumuliform clouds704

Figure 13 compares thermodynamic profiles between observations, the LES exper-705

iments, ERA5 reanalysis, CAM6 and AM4. These cases contain a substantial amount706

of ice and dotted lines showing IWC have been added to the plot of LWC. Unlike for ear-707

lier cases, LWC and IWC are plotted on a log scale. For the LES, autoconversion of ice708

to snow is very efficient, so the profile of IWC for the LES is computed from the snow709

mass only.710

For RF11, (Figures 13b,d), all 1 Hz LWC observations are plotted as black dots be-711

cause the clouds were sampled only at a few heights.712

For RF09, the ERA5-based LES has too deep a cumulus cloud layer (Figure 13a)713

with too much LWC. This bias may partly be inherited from ERA5 reanalysis, which714

is also too dry above 900 mb and simulates too high a cumulus top at 700 mb (Figure 13c).715

The Obs-based LES simulates a more realistic profile of LWC in the upper part of the716

cloud but creates a spurious stratiform cloud layer at 840 mb, where the observed sound-717

ing sampled a cumulus cloud, due to the strong nudging. Both LES experiments sim-718

ulate SLW-dominated clouds with substantial ice mass (∼ 10% of the condensed mass).719

For RF09, all low resolution models simulate deep clouds, like the ERA5-based LES,720

with varying degrees of glaciation (Figure 13c). CAM6 and AM4 have negligible frac-721

tions of LWC throughout the cloud, whereas ERA5 maintains a substantial amount of722

SLW between 850 and 900 mb.723
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For RF11, the ERA5-based LES simulates a range of LWC which agrees very well724

with the observed range of LWCs at the heights where we have observations, and a neg-725

ligible IWC (Figure 13b). On the other hand, CAM6 and ERA5 both have glaciated cloud726

tops and CAM6 has too little condensed cloud mass (Figure 13d). CAM6 also has too727

high of a cloud fraction, implying that it simulates a thin, homogeneous cloud deck, in-728

stead of a patchy field of thicker clouds. AM4 and ERA5 simulate more realistic cloud729

fractions with in-cloud LWCs consistent with the range of observations.730

In both cases, the deep convection scheme in CAM6, which does not use the MG2008731

microphysics, turns on. This scheme also turns on in RF10 but does not lead to exces-732

sive glaciation. Glaciation in CAM6 may be substantially reduced if MG2008 microphysics733

is run within the deep convection scheme.734

The left panels of Figure 14 compares the observed and simulated turbulence pro-735

files for these two cases. The Obs-based LES represents the cloud-driven turbulence well736

in the stratocumulus layer for RF09, but underestimates it below that layer because it737

does not simulate the rising cumuli that are responsible for generating the turbulence738

(Figure 14a). The ERA5-based LES captures the turbulence peaks driven by rising cu-739

muli and the stratocumulus deck. The ERA5-based LES also reproduces the multi-peaked740

observed turbulence for RF11 (Figure 14b). CAM6 simulates a realistic turbulence pro-741

file for RF11 and for the lower boundary layer in RF09, but misses the stratocumulus-742

driven turbulence in RF09.743

As shown in the center and right panels of Figure 14, CAM6 has realistic or ex-744

cessive CCN concentrations but too few droplets in both cases. AM4 simulates droplet745

concentrations within the observed range in both cases. In this case, the low droplet con-746

centrations in CAM6 may be driven by excessive glaciation.747

Figure 15 compares in-cloud PSDs between the observations, the ERA5-based LES748

and CAM6. We use the ERA5-based LES to evaluate the microphysics in these cases749

because there is no Obs-based LES experiment for RF11, and because the Obs-based LES750

does not simulate the rising cumuli in RF09. An in-cloud LWC threshold is used for all751

simulations, to be consistent with the CDP, so entirely glaciated grid cells from CAM6752

are not included in the PSDs.753
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The LES and CAM6 both reproduce the observed mid-size (∼ 100 µm) and large754

(∼ 300 µm - 1 mm) particle modes skillfully for RF09, but it is likely that glaciated grid755

cells in CAM6 have higher concentrations of frozen particles. Z2020 noted deficient droplet756

concentrations in CAM6 for RF09 and also found that CAM6 precipitated too frequently757

in that case.758

For RF11, CAM6 has a negligible droplet concentration (too low to appear on the759

plot). The LES and CAM6 are both deficient in large particles, although CAM6 sim-760

ulates higher concentrations than than LES. RF11 has the highest observed concentra-761

tion of large particles of the cases presented in this study and likely has substantial IWC762

but there is no reliable way to quantify IWC from aircraft measurements. The negligi-763

ble IWC in the LES (Figure 13b) is likely unrealistic and a result of deficient produc-764

tion of large frozen particles. The cumuli in this case partially overlap the Hallett-Mossop765

temperature range. The lack of large particles, which was also seen in RF12, may stem766

from the parameterization of secondary ice production within M2005 being inactive, as767

we will now show.768

6 Sensitivity to primary and secondary ice production769

In this section, we perform two microphysical sensitivity tests on case RF12 using770

the Obs-based LES. This single-layer stratocumulus case is attractive because it is within771

the Hallett-Mossop temperature range (for which M2005 has an ice multiplication pa-772

rameterization), and the cloud geometry is well simulated. For convenience, the upper773

and lower panels of Fig. 16a repeat the PSD and synthetic radar reflectivity for this base-774

line simulation. In contrast to the observations, the PSD shows almost no large parti-775

cles, and the reflectivity is correspondingly weak.776

First, we test the sensitivity of the RF12 simulation to turning off the ice micro-777

physics in M2005 (no primary ice production). This has very little impact on the PSDs778

of the droplets and rain but slightly decreases the already low synthetic reflectivities (Fig-779

ure 16b)a.780

Second, we remove all of the mass thresholds (described in Section 4.1) from the781

Hallett-Mossop scheme to increase the production of ice and snow. Since the graupel con-782

centrations are so low in this case, all of the splintering occurs on snow particles. Turn-783

ing on the Hallett-Mossop processes enables the LES to skillfully reproduce the observed784
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large particle mode. It also initiates precipitation in the LES and drastically increases785

the simulated reflectivities(Figure 16c), which now resemble the highest reflectivities from786

the observations (Figure 6c). Ice and snow concentrations increase 100-fold, while there787

is a modest reduction of cloud and drizzle droplets (Figure 16c) and a 30% decrease in788

the liquid water path (Figure 17), part of which is due to the Hallett-Mossop process re-789

ducing the number of cloudy grid cells and is not captured within the in-cloud PSDs.790

Figure 17 also shows that it takes six hours to spin this process up due to the initial lack791

of snow to initiate the ice multiplication.792

7 Summary of model successes and biases793

The SOCRATES campaign sampled stratiform and cumiliform clouds within ther-794

mally unstable, neutral and stable boundary layers. We develop six case studies from795

SOCRATES data to test the ability of the SAM LES, CAM6 and AM4 to represent di-796

verse SLW-dominated Southern Ocean boundary layer clouds.797

LES: The Obs-based LES forcing methodology works well for simulating multi-798

ple stratiform cloud layers (RF01 and RF10) and for simulating the vertical structure799

of the turbulence observed in the stratiform cases (RF01, RF10, RF12 and RF13). This800

is likely because the thin cloud layers and boundary layer decoupling are maintained by801

small scale features in the observed temperature and humidity profiles that are not cap-802

tured in the ERA5 reanalysis data. The ERA5-based LES works well for simulating cumil-803

iform clouds (RF09 and RF11), for which strong nudging to a single thermodynamic pro-804

file cannot capture the horizontal inhomogeneity of the cloud field.805

The LES has too few drizzle drops (100 - 300 µm diameter) in stratiform cases (RF01,806

RF10, RF12 and RF13) but this is likely due to the constraints imposed by the bulk mi-807

crophysical scheme, rather than a bias in the model physics. The LES produces too lit-808

tle snow and graupel with larger diameters of 300 µm - 1 mm in cases RF11 and RF12.809

This bias can be rectified in case RF12 by removing thresholds in the M2005 microphys-810

ical parameterization that inactivate Hallett-Mossop rime-splintering.811

GCMs: The two nudged GCMs, CAM6 and AM4, correctly simulate SLW-dominated812

clouds in all stratiform cases (RF01, RF10, RF12 and RF13) and achieve the most re-813

alistic cloud morphology for the two stratocumulus cases (RF12 and RF13), although814
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AM4 has a lower cloud fraction than observed. Both GCMs fail to simulate the observed815

temperature inversions capping the cloud layers in the two stable cases (RF01 and RF10).816

CAM6 simulates excessively glaciated clouds for the two cumuliform cases, RF09817

and RF11, and over predicts cloud fraction in both cases. Excessive glaciation is likely818

caused by the deep convection scheme activating. AM4 glaciates the rising cumuli and819

overlying stratocumulus clouds in RF09 but captures the open cell cumuli well for RF11.820

CAM6 simulates a droplet concentration that is too low in all six cases, but the821

bias is larger in the two cumiliform cases (RF09 and RF11). AM4 has realistic droplet822

concentrations in most cases but has a high bias for RF10 and a low bias for RF13.823

CAM6 provided turbulence statistics, CCN concentrations, and cloud PSDs that824

we compared with SOCRATES observations. CAM6 simulated the turbulence in cumu-825

lus layers well. However, in the three stable and weakly unstable boundary layer cases826

(RF01, RF10, RF12), CAM6 has excessive near surface turbulence and very little cloud-827

driven turbulence. CAM6 also misses the stratocumulus-driven turbulence observed in828

RF09. CAM6 has CCN concentrations at least as large as observed in all cases except829

RF01, so lack of CCN cannot explain the systematically low droplet concentrations. We830

hypothesize that too little cloud-driven turbulence and excessive glaciation contribute831

to this bias in CAM6.832

8 Conclusions833

Improving projections of future climate necessitates constraining cloud-aerosol in-834

teractions and climate feedbacks associated with extratropical clouds (Zelinka et al., 2020).835

As GCM development targets this goal, recent observations of Southern Ocean clouds836

make it possible to continuously evaluate simulated clouds and cloud processes against837

the real world. The SOCRATES dataset provides simultaneous measurements of aerosols,838

and microphysical and macrophysical cloud properties, useful for evaluating the whole839

spectrum of physics schemes associated with cloud formation in GCMs and process mod-840

els, such as LES, that can help guide GCM development. Section 7 summarizes our find-841

ings about mixed-phase cloud microphysics and turbulence structure from a comprehen-842

sive comparison of two GCMs and an LES with six SOCRATES-observed cases sampling843

three boundary layer cloud regimes: single-layer stratocumulus, two-layer stratus, and844

cumulus with or without overlying stratocumulus. We encourage other modelling teams845
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to use the SOCRATES dataset and the LES cases presented here, to methodically eval-846

uate and improve simulations of Southern Ocean clouds from a process-level perspec-847

tive.848
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9 Appendix866

The ERA5-based LES featured drastic cold biases in the free troposphere, just above867

the boundary layer, for the two stratocumulus cases, RF12 and RF13 (Figures 7a,b). South-868

ern Ocean stratocumulus cases are often associated with strong, rapidly evolving inver-869

sions. Figure 18a shows an example of this (note solar noon is at 2.5 UTC). An inver-870

sion develops at 800 mb at the beginning of the simulation and by 2 UTC, the inversion871

height has decreased to 850 mb. Although this is a gradual and continuous process in872

ERA5, in which the inversion becomes stretched over two layers and eventually drops873

down to the lower layer, it is translated into a discrete, discontinuous process when it874

is interpolated onto the high resolution LES grid. In the LES, the inversion abruptly drops875

several vertical layers at about -4 UTC, due to strong horizontal advection, and a new876
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inversion develops at 850 mb. However, the LES has no way to erode the pre-existing877

inversion at 800 mb and ends up with two inversions, which develop a large cold bias be-878

tween them (figure 18b). This mid-tropospheric cold bias is improved when the model879

is nudged to ERA5 reanalysis data and is able to erode the upper inversion. However,880

because the inversion in ERA5 is sloped and exists partly within the cloud layer, even881

a modest nudging timescale (τ=12 hours) substantially reduces the cloud thickness by882

drying out the top of the cloud layer. Using low resolution reanalysis data as input to883

an LES in a synoptically active region like the Southern Ocean can lead to errors in the884

representation of stratocumulus-topped boundary layers associated with sharp temper-885

ature inversions. Nested simulations using strong nudging only at the edges of the do-886

main may be more suitable for simulating stratocumulus-topped boundary layers over887

the Southern Ocean.888
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Figure 1. Ideal SOCRATES flight module (dashed red box) with a below cloud leg, in-cloud

leg, above cloud leg, and sawtooth leg comprised of profiles that extend from the subcloud layer

to the free troposphere.

Figure 2. ERA5 SST scattered with a) radiometric surface temperature brightness (RSTB)

from the aircraft and b) SST from the R/V Investigator. Blue crosses are the data, the blue line

is the best fit line and the black line is the 1-to-1 line. Within the shaded region, the difference

between the SST estimates is less than 1◦ and within the dashed lines, it is less than 2◦.
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Table 1. SOCRATES aircraft measurements used in the study

Instrument Measurement

Atmospheric

Parameters

HARCO heated total air temperature

sensors

Temperature [ATX]

Parascientific Sensor, Model 1000 Pressure [PSXC]

Vertical-Cavity Surface-Emitting Laser

(VCSEL)

Water Vapor [MR]

Bulk cloud

properties

Cloud Droplet Probe (CDP) Liquid Water Content

[PLWCD RWIO]

HIAPER Cloud Radar Reflectivity

High Spectral Resolution Lidar (HSRL) Scattering and depolarization

Wintronics KT19.85 Radiometer Radiometric surface temperature
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Figure 3. Decision tree showing how aircraft measurements of liquid water content, verti-

cal wind, vertical wind variance, and lidar data from the HSRL, are used to classify the cloud

morphology sampled in every vertical profile from SOCRATES, into one of four categories.
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Figure 4. Map of the Southern Ocean between Antarctica and Tasmania with SOCRATES

flight tracks (black lines) and symbols showing the location of the vertical aircraft profiles from

SOCRATES that profiled the entire boundary layer and sampled cloud. The colors of the sym-

bols represent boundary layer stability and their shapes represent cloud morphology. Rectangles

highlight the modules that have been developed into case studies. The pie charts on the right

show the frequency of each combination of boundary layer stability and cloud morphology.
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Figure 7. Top row: Temperature, qt and LWC from observations and SAM LES for the two

stratocumulus cases, a) RF12 and b) RF13. Bottom row: The same variables from observations,

compared with ERA5, CAM6 and AM4, for the two stratocumulus cases, c) RF12 and d) RF13.

The dashed black line shows the profile that the Obs-based LES is nudged towards. The shaded

yellow region on the temperature plot indicates the range in which Hallett-Mossop rime splinter-

ing occurs. Grey, blue, red and purple shading in the top row shows the 10th to 90th percentile.
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Figure 8. Left column: Profiles of vertical velocity variance σ2[w] from G-V profiles, SAM

LES, and CAM6, for the two stratocumulus cases, a) RF12 and b) RF13. Center column: Num-

ber concentration from the CDP, and the two GCMs, CAM6 and AM4. Right column: CCN

concentration from CAM6 at a supersaturation of .5% and the observed number of aerosols

greater than .1 µm, as measured by the UHSAS. All solid lines indicate medians and all shaded

regions indicate the 10th to 90th percentile.

Figure 9. Particle size distributions from the CDP (thin black line) and 2DS (thin grey line),

the Obs-based LES (thick solid lines) and CAM6 (thick dashed lines), for the two stratocumulus

cases, a) RF12 and b) RF13. For these cases, graupel (included in the LES but not CAM6) has

concentrations too low to show up in the plot, but it will be evident in other cases. LES PSDs

are from the Obs-based experiments.
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Figure 10. Same as Figure 7 but for the two-layer stratus cases, a) RF01 and b) RF10. Dot-

ted lines indicating IWC have been added to the profile of LWC for the low resolution models, for

RF10 (rightmost plots).

Figure 11. Same as Figure 8 but for the two-layer stratus cases, a) RF01 and b) RF10.
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Figure 12. Same as figure 9 but for the two-layer stratus cases, a) RF01 and b) RF10. LES

PSDs are from the Obs-based experiments.

Figure 13. Same as figure 7 but for the two cumuliform cases in unstable boundary layers,

a) RF09 b) RF11. LWC (solid line) and IWC (dotted line) are both shown for all simulations

and are plotted on a log scale. There are no direct measurements of IWC. For RF11, all 1 Hz in-

cloud LWC is plotted because in-cloud measurements are sparse and there are no vertical profiles

through cloud from this flight.
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Figure 14. Same as Figure 8 but for the two cumuliform cases, a) RF09 and b) RF11.

Figure 15. Same as Figure 9 but for the two cumuliform cases, a) RF09 and b) RF11. LES

PSDs are from the ERA5-based experiments.
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Figure 16. PSDs (top row) and synthetic reflectivities (bottom row) are shown for the base-

line Obs-based simulation of RF12 (a) and two microphysics sensitivity tests (b and c). The

dashed lines in all plots show the baseline PSDs.

Figure 17. A time series of water paths for liquid, snow and ice are shown for the baseline

Obs-based simulation (black) and the simulation with the thresholds in the Hallett-Mossop pa-

rameterization removed (red).
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Figure 18. The right column (a) shows temperature from pressure-level ERA5 data (top),

temperature from the ERA5-based LES with 6hour nudging (middle) and temperature from the

ERA5-based LES with no nudging (bottom). The left column (b) shows profiles of temperature

(left) and LWC (right) for different nudging timescales (τs).
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